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Executive Summary 

Alert Logic provides Security-as-a-Service solutions that combine a fully 

managed suite of security technologies and services that scan for 

vulnerabilities, detect and protect against attacks on cloud-based digital 

assets, and maintain and analyze logs for compliance and security issues 

for on-premises, cloud, and hybrid infrastructures. Alert Logic also helps 

companies comply with mandates such as PCI, HIPAA, and SOX COBIT.  

Alert Logic commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total 

Economic Impact™ (TEI) study and examine the potential return on 

investment (ROI) enterprises may realize by deploying the company’s 

Security-as-a-Service solutions. The purpose of this study is to provide 

readers with a framework to evaluate the potential financial impact of the 

Alert Logic services on their organizations.  

To better understand the benefits, costs, and risks associated with this 

investment, Forrester interviewed customers with recent experience using 

Alert Logic services for cloud security. Prior to engaging Alert Logic, the 

customers struggled to assemble the right combination of tools and 

expertise to provide for the security of their own as well as their clients’ 

applications and data in public cloud and hybrid environments (see Alert 

Logic customer descriptions on page 4). Early attempts yielded limited 

success, leaving organizations with potential delays in achieving requisite 

certification and the ability to demonstrate compliance with a host of 

standards and an array of requirements, as well as delays in securing 

against breaches and achieving speed in app deployments. These 

limitations led to a search for the nascent leaders in public cloud and 

hybrid security services. For these customers, Alert Logic emerged at the 

head of the class, with demonstrated capabilities, strong reputation, and 

name recognition among auditors and prospective customers seeking 

secure environments, certification, and compliance.  

Key Findings 

Quantified benefits. The following risk-adjusted quantified benefits are 

representative of those experienced by the companies interviewed: 

› Staffing costs avoided when security and compliance capabilities 

are acquired via Alert Logic. Interviewed companies found that it is 

more cost effective to pay Alert Logic than attempt to hire and retain 

scarce talent. With Alert Logic, they were also able to enhance the ability 

of the organization to spend time and resources on security alerts that 

matter while knowing which alerts do not matter. 

› Faster customer acquisition, as measured by incremental gross 

(contribution) margin. Obtaining ISO 27001 certification months 

sooner because of Alert Logic’s reputation and capabilities pulled in 

more revenue sooner in the fiscal year.  

› Security infrastructure and log storage cost avoidance. Study 

participants saw modest savings in this area, as described on page 12.  

Costs. The interviewed organizations experienced the following risk-

adjusted costs: 

› Monthly fees paid to Alert Logic.  Interviewed customers favor the 

pay-per-node model, approximately $3,600 per month in this study, 

versus scaling up with internal resources. 

Benefits And Costs 

 
 
Security and compliance staffing 
costs avoided: 

$827,000 

 

 
 
 
 
Faster sales cycle: 

$35,000 

 
 

Alert Logic services and 
management costs: 

$205,000 
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› Labor expense to set up and manage Alert Logic solutions. These 

costs are comparable to costs for internal setup and management of in-

house solutions or an alternate cloud security provider.  

Forrester’s interviews with four existing customers and subsequent 

financial analysis found that a composite organization would experience 

benefits of $918,727 over three years versus costs of $204,862, adding up 

to a net present value (NPV) of $713,865 and an ROI of 348%.

  

Total 
benefits 

PV, 
$919K

Total 
costs 
PV, 

$205K
Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Financial Summary

Payback:
2 months

$617.1K

$210.1K

$31.8K $59.7K

InfoSec staffing
costs avoided

Compliance
staffing costs

avoided

Faster
customer

acquisition:
incremental

gross margin

Storage
infrastructure

cost avoidance

Benefits (Three-Year)
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TEI Framework And Methodology 

From the information provided in the interviews, Forrester has constructed 

a Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) framework for those organizations 

considering implementing Alert Logic.  

The objective of the framework is to identify the cost, benefit, flexibility, and 

risk factors that affect the investment decision. Forrester took a multistep 

approach to evaluate the impact that Alert Logic Security-as-a-Service can 

have on an organization: 

DUE DILIGENCE 
Interviewed Alert Logic stakeholders and Forrester analysts to gather data 
relative to Alert Logic security-as-a-service. 

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS 
Interviewed four organizations using Alert Logic Security-as-a-Service to 
obtain data with respect to costs, benefits, and risks. 

COMPOSITE ORGANIZATION  
Designed a composite organization based on characteristics of the 
interviewed organizations. 

FINANCIAL MODEL FRAMEWORK 
Constructed a financial model representative of the interviews using the 
TEI methodology and risk-adjusted the financial model based on issues 
and concerns of the interviewed organizations. 

CASE STUDY 
Employed four fundamental elements of TEI in modeling Alert Logic’s 
Security-as-a-Service impact: benefits, costs, flexibility, and risks. Given 
the increasing sophistication that enterprises have regarding ROI 
analyses related to IT investments, Forrester’s TEI methodology serves to 
provide a complete picture of the total economic impact of purchase 
decisions. Please see Appendix A for additional information on the TEI 
methodology. 

 

The TEI methodology 

helps companies 

demonstrate, justify, and 

realize the tangible value 

of IT initiatives to both 

senior management and 

other key business 

stakeholders. 

DISCLOSURES 

Readers should be aware of the following: 

This study is commissioned by Alert Logic and delivered by Forrester 

Consulting. It is not meant to be used as a competitive analysis. 

Forrester makes no assumptions as to the potential ROI that other 

organizations will receive. Forrester strongly advises that readers use their own 

estimates within the framework provided in the report to determine the 

appropriateness of an investment in Alert Logic services. 

Alert Logic reviewed and provided feedback to Forrester, but Forrester 

maintains editorial control over the study and its findings and does not accept 

changes to the study that contradict Forrester’s findings or obscure the 

meaning of the study. 

Alert Logic provided the customer names for the interviews but did not 

participate in the interviews. 
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The Alert Logic Customer Journey 

BEFORE AND AFTER THE CLOUD SECURITY SERVICES INVESTMENT 

Interviewed Organizations 

For this study, Forrester conducted four interviews with Alert Logic 

Security-as-a-Service customers. Interviewed customers include the 

following: 

Key Challenges 

The Alert Logic customers participating in this study described 

challenges related to their need to rapidly offer client services on public 

cloud infrastructure while assuring the security of their clients’ data and 

applications. 

› Assume responsibility for clients’ cloud security.  As part of the 

managed service on public cloud infrastructure, application providers 

like the four Alert Logic customers interviewed for this study must 

assume responsibility for their clients’ data and web applications, 

whereas formerly those clients were responsible for their own on-

premises security of their data and web applications.   

› Inability to keep pace with an ever-changing threat 

environment. The constantly changing nature of security threats 

and associated vulnerabilities made it difficult for the customers to 

learn of new threats to their networks, systems, and web 

applications, while also implementing adequate protection against 

these threats in a cadence that keeps pace with the attackers.  

› Need for 24x7 security monitoring on a global basis. Because of 

the global nature of some of the companies and their clients, they 

needed to provide 24x7 security monitoring for their geographically 

dispersed locations and react to security threats on a timely basis. 

INDUSTRY REGION INTERVIEWEE SCOPE 

Digital marketing agency North America Chief technology officer 

150 employees serving 
integrated marketing, 
advertising, and tech 
solutions to enterprise clients  

SaaS tool provider Worldwide 
Solutions engineering 
manager 

3,000 employees in 50 
countries providing software 
tools to the architecture and 
construction sectors 

Automobile distributor North America  Vice president, IT 

Large, diversified company in 
vehicle distribution, finance 
and insurance, and dealer 
technology services 

Retail consulting firm North America  Vice president, IT 

Serving Fortune 100 clients 
with custom reporting tools 
for big data analysis of retail 
sales via web interfaces 

“When we move clients to a 

managed service, cloud security 

is a responsibility that we 

assume, and prior to every 

managed service project, whether 

it’s a migration or a net-new one, 

there is an extensive discussion 

around our security practices and 

policies, our qualifications, and 

our track record. We have to put 

together a case as to how we are 

going to secure that user’s data.”  

~ Solutions engineering manager, 

engineering tool services 
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› Certification and trust. Obtaining ISO 27001 certification, and 

demonstrating SOX, HIPAA, and PCI compliance is critically important 

to many Alert Logic clients’ business; it shows their potential clients an 

actual practical security improvement in a cloud-based environment or 

an IT infrastructure in general, which results in a faster sale cycle. The 

demands of regulatory compliance on these customers required that 

they monitor their log files regularly, maintain an audit trail of log 

monitoring activities, and provide the necessary audit reports. 

› Inability to actively monitor and review the hundreds or 

thousands of log files generated across their IT infrastructure 

daily. Although some companies had made previous attempts to 

monitor their log files, and one had cobbled together a homegrown 

solution to help with this, they could not keep pace with the sheer 

volume of data. 

› Challenges in recruiting and retaining skilled security engineers 

and analysts. The companies used their IT staff to multitask among a 

range of IT operations activities, including security activities. They 

realized that it would be difficult to recruit highly skilled security 

analysts on a global basis, and it would be expensive to train and 

certify existing IT staff. They also realized that they were unable to 

offer a career path to a skilled security analyst and that retention would 

become an issue in the future.  

Solution Requirements 

In addition to meeting the challenges described above, the interviewed 

organizations searched for a solution that could: 

› Scale up rapidly. These companies required the ability to bring their 

clients onto public cloud infrastructure at the rate of business, 

preferably without adding staff or infrastructure to meet growth as more 

managed service customers join their portfolios. “I don’t have to 

exponentially scale that to support my volume of traffic,” noted one 

interviewee. “It’s just more traffic I send over to Alert Logic, and they 

essentially have the scale to support it.” 

› Assure/reinforce brand integrity. Providing cloud security to clients 

of these companies needed to be done in a way that would enhance 

brand, trust, and client capital. Doing so via “temporary solutions, 

experiments, and Band-Aids” or using an unknown partner would have 

diluted these key ingredients.  

Key Results 

The interviews revealed the key results — lower costs and higher 

revenue — from their cloud security services investment with Alert Logic, 

including:  

› Faster sales cycle. Leveraging Alert Logic’s expertise and reputation 

resulted in faster certification, which in turn resulted in signing 

customers to managed services sooner than plan in the first year of 

operations. 

› Avoided cost of security and compliance staff. Interviewed 

executives described the value of not needing to hire hard-to-find-and-

retain Infosec talent.  
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› Avoided cost of security hardware. The cost of security 

infrastructure, such as storage hardware, needed if the cloud security 

work had been kept in-house, would have been on the order of tens of 

thousands of dollars for each of the companies interviewed for this 

study.  

› Future platform for business. Companies discussed with Forrester 

the drive to anticipate the future of their (and their downstream clients’) 

business in terms of: 

• Anticipating more complex sysadmin and data-driven application 
development.  

• Planning for evolving, future PCI, HIPAA, and other compliance 
requirements.  

• Selling into more competitive budgets. 

• Securing future hybrid environments encompassing some 
elements of public and private cloud, all coordinated and 
orchestrated effectively and securely. 

Composite Organization 

Based on the interviews, Forrester constructed a TEI framework, a 

composite company, and an associated ROI analysis that illustrates the 

areas financially affected. The composite organization is representative 

of the four companies that Forrester interviewed and is used to present 

the aggregate financial analysis in the next section. The composite 

organization that Forrester synthesized from the customer interviews has 

the following characteristics:  

Description of composite. The composite organization is represented 

as a $50 million engineering services firm that delivers software-as-a-

service and consulting services around data, analytics, and 

computational processing. Known for its technical excellence and 

innovation, the organization has a strong brand; its 200 employees serve 

enterprise clients in the energy, government, healthcare, manufacturing, 

infrastructure, and transportation sectors from 10 offices worldwide.  

Seventy-five percent of client workloads have been transitioned to public 

cloud infrastructure for data and applications formerly hosted on client 

premises or on several company data centers. Compliance requirements 

that the composite company must meet depend on the needs within the 

client’s industry, including SOX, HIPAA, and PCI, in addition to the 

general security controls framework of ISO 27001. The company seeks 

to adhere to the Zero Trust Model.1  

Deployment characteristics. The organization has been using Alert 

Logic for public cloud security for nearly two years, since the company 

established a new public cloud service offering to provide its engineering 

applications and data to its enterprise clients. The Alert Logic services 

include their Cloud Defender security and compliance solution consisting 

of Log Manager, Threat Manager, Web Security Manager, Cloud Insight, 

and ActiveWatch. 

Previous environment. The composite company engaged Alert Logic 

as soon as early efforts made it clear that a collection of older, 

repurposed security products would be inadequate due to lack of support 

for public cloud platforms or for key cloud functions like auto scaling or 

API addressability. Like the companies interviewed by Forrester, the 

composite company briefly experimented with unmanaged firewalls, 

intrusion and detection prevention systems, and/or security information 

 
Early lessons: 

Human judgment and 

evolving expertise were 

needed for cloud  

security . . . in place of 

inadequate appliances 

and point solutions 

designed for on-premises 

infrastructure.  

“Before Alert Logic, this 

company was using temporary 

solutions, experiments, and 

Band-Aids.”  

~ Vice president, IT, digital 

strategic marketing 
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and event management systems that were originally designed for on-

premises security duties. These experiments quickly indicated that a 

native cloud security solution was needed.  

In its new cloud environment, the composite company is moving existing 

clients to cloud from on-premises. New clients are typically set up directly 

onto public cloud infrastructure. Meanwhile, the company must continue 

to maintain or improve its on-premises security posture, which, when 

costly or uncertain, is further motivation to migrate clients to the public 

cloud offering. Further, the company looked for a set of capabilities that 

would be cloud friendly across multiple public cloud providers, as well as 

private cloud providers. The company must maintain security and 

compliance in Microsoft Azure, in Amazon Web Services (AWS), as well 

as private regional cloud providers.  

Obviously, a solution that can work across all those environments is 

preferable, while avoiding multiple setups and redundancy. At the time of 

vendor selection, many alternatives did not have proven capabilities in 

these spaces, especially with Azure, which had lower market share at 

the time.  
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Financial Analysis 

QUANTIFIED BENEFIT AND COST DATA AS APPLIED TO THE COMPOSITE 

 
 

One interviewee in this study summarized the business case for an 

investment in Alert Logic’s services like this: 

“The business case is made on name recognition and reputation with 

external auditors, not having to hire extra people, and then adding 

customers quickly, without needing to plan ahead and add security 

people by region. It makes a pretty good ROI case when you look at 

the monthly cost of it. It’s pretty black and white.” 

Labor Costs Avoided: Network Traffic Analysis And 

Log Management  

One of the primary benefits of using Alert Logic instead of an in-house 

security solution is the avoidance of labor costs. “If our managed 

services [SaaS] grow in the way that it has and the way we expect it to,” 

explained one interviewee, “and if I had to bring staff in-house to do IDS 

alert analysis 24x7 and log management at least once per day, and 

event log analysis, I would probably need to hire five to eight people per 

year over the next two years, so between 10 and 20 people over the next 

three years.” Note that the number of new hires depends on the 

company size, scope, and complexity of its cloud security 

responsibilities. 

The table above shows the total of all 
benefits across the areas listed below, 
as well as present values (PVs) 
discounted at 10%. Over three years, 
the composite organization expects 
risk-adjusted total benefits to be a PV 
of more than $900,000. 

Cost savings for 

intrusion traffic analysis 

and log management, 

and event analysis: 

avoiding two, three, then 

four new hires for the 

composite company by 

Year 3.  

Total Benefits 

REF. BENEFIT YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL 
PRESENT 
VALUE 

Atr Infosec staffing costs avoided $169,000  $253,500  $338,000  $760,500  $617,085  

Btr 
Compliance staffing costs 
avoided 

$84,500  $84,500  $84,500  $253,500  $210,139  

Ctr 
Faster customer acquisition: 
incremental gross margin 

$35,000  $0  $0  $35,000  $31,818  

Dtr 
Security infrastructure cost 
avoidance 

$24,000  $24,000  $24,000  $72,000  $59,684  

 

Total benefits (risk-adjusted) $312,500  $362,000  $446,500  $1,121,000  $918,727  
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Another study participant shared a common hurdle to in-house solutions: 

“It’s a human resources challenge — finding the skill set, being able to 

afford and being able to retain them especially after you train them to the 

needs of your business.”  

Log management, log auditing, and log review is a perennial challenge for 

all companies in this study. It is a very difficult security challenge because: 

1) there is so much logged data and 2) knowing what data is important can 

either be done effectively with staff that do only that job or it can be done 

inefficiently by staff who must chase and research a plethora of traffic that 

is not important or threatening.  

Alert Logic’s tier-based volume pricing was cited by study participants as 

advantageous: “I don’t have to scale my staff to meet those growing 

needs,” noted one IT executive. “As we bring more and more managed 

service customers into our managed service portfolio, I don’t have to 

exponentially scale that to support that volume of traffic. It’s just more 

traffic I send over to Alert Logic and they scale to support it. Our headcount 

does not have to increase as our number of customers increase. Having 

Alert Logic in the plan allows us to focus on the things that we can control 

better and then let them do what they’re good at and protect us from the 

outside perimeter.”  

Impact risk is the likelihood that benefit estimates will be higher than 

actual benefit results. To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this 

benefit downward by 35%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of 

$617,085, as shown in the table on page 8 above. 

 

Impact risk is the risk that the 
business or technology needs of the 
organization may not be met by the 
investment, resulting in lower overall 
total benefits. The greater the 
uncertainty, the wider the potential 
range of outcomes for benefit 
estimates. 

Infosec Staffing Costs Avoided 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

A1 Infosec specialist new hires    2 3 4 

A2 Yearly rate per person   130,000 130,000 130,000 

At Infosec staffing costs avoided A1*A2 $260,000  $390,000  $520,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓35%       

Atr 
Infosec staffing costs avoided  
(risk-adjusted) 

  $169,000  $253,500  $338,000  

 

67%

three-
year 

benefit 
PV

$617,085

IDS and log management  
labor costs avoided: 67% of  

total benefits 
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Labor Costs Avoided: Compliance And Regulatory 

Requirements  

Compliance efforts require attention and expertise. If this capability is 

maintained in-house, substantial resources must be dedicated to 

assuring that the composite organization’s managed services clients are 

kept from the harm that can befall organizations that fail to meet the rules 

and best practices mandated for their industry, as well as IT security in 

general.  

“Our partner introduced us to Alert Logic and said, ‘Hey, if you’re going to 

light up a solution like this, you probably need this level of security [and 

compliance] on it, right?’ So, it’s time to take it beyond the old school, just 

a regular firewall or web application firewall and into the realm of what 

we really need for compliance. We had seen Alert Logic out in the field 

before when we’ve had either RFPs or whatever for things that needed 

either PCI or sometimes some type of SOX or HIPAA compliance, and 

we always thought it was a little bit too heavyweight for us until our 

partner introduced us, then we got hooked on Alert Logic.”  

For the composite organization, Forrester assumes that, like the 

companies in this study, compliance is a big job. The composite 

company must:  

› Meet regulatory requirements like SOX and PCI. The demands of 

regulatory compliance on these customers required that they monitor 

their log files regularly, maintain an audit trail of log monitoring 

activities, and provide the necessary audit reports. 

› Address compliance requirements for log management for PCI 

and SOX. Alert Logic solutions addressed PCI and SOX compliance 

requirements, including those for log management, vulnerability 

assessment, intrusion detection, and a web application firewall.  

Companies often find it difficult to find and maintain in-house staff who are 

able to keep up with the myriad of constantly changing government and 

industry-specific compliance requirements to which they must adhere. “It is 

very difficult to keep up with standards and requirements,” noted an 

interviewee, “even for somebody who’s really good, really well trained, and 

really well paid.” Another interviewee talked about skill, scale, and capacity 

mismatch. “It’s difficult for a business of our size to assemble the 

compliance skills and capabilities that we really need to be successful.” 

Alert Logic, by comparison, helped these clients understand their 

customers’ compliance needs. “They were really great when we were 

designing a HIPAA compliance solution for a medical device company . . .  

on the phone with me three times a day answering questions or providing 

clarity on what was going to move the compliance needle with that client.”  

The reduction in labor costs for compliance will vary with:  

› The number of resources required as the business grows. 

› The time needed to develop in-house capabilities.  

› The market and thus the loaded compensation of compliance 

experts.  

23%

three-year 
benefit PV

$210,139

Compliance and 
regulatory labor costs 
avoided: 23% of total 

benefits 

Labor cost savings alone 
likely underestimates  
the value of accrued 

expertise and experience 
gained by Alert Logic 

from many companies, 
focused on one  

midsize firm.  
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To account for these risks, Forrester adjusted this benefit downward by 

35%, yielding a three-year risk-adjusted total PV of $210,139, as shown in 

the table on page 8 above.  

 

 

Faster Customer Acquisition 

Prior to onboarding new customers, the composite company, like 

companies in this study, first had to achieve ISO 27001 certification. 

Study participants described the process of achieving ISO 27001 

certification and demonstrating industry-specific compliance faster than 

anticipated in their business plan. By overcoming the challenge of faster 

certification, they could sign contracts with new clients faster and move 

existing clients into the cloud environment faster as well. The calculation 

in the table below is more for illustration than a complete quantification of 

the potential value of faster customer acquisition, which has large 

revenue and profit implications, and perhaps even larger market share 

and first mover advantages.  

For the composite company, Forrester assumes that several customer 

contracts amounting to just 1% of annual revenue will be closed three 

months earlier than expected compared with the case if Alert Logic had 

not been engaged for its Security-as-a-Service solutions.  

Risks. Even though the calculations below are exceedingly conservative, 

Forrester nevertheless adds a hefty risk adjustment factor of 30%; 

benefit assumptions are routinely optimistic. This factor mathematically 

removes any bias toward error due to optimism. The result is a three-

year risk-adjusted total PV of just $35,000 in contribution margin, and 

only for Year 1. Users of this case study are encouraged to use their own 

estimates and timeline for accruing revenue and margin earlier than 

would be the case without cloud security services.  

 

Compliance Staffing Costs Avoided 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

B1 Compliance specialist   1 1 1 

B2 Yearly rate per person   $130,000  $130,000  $130,000  

Bt Compliance staffing costs avoided B1*B2 $130,000  $130,000  $130,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓35%       

Btr 
Compliance staffing costs avoided 
(risk-adjusted) 

  $84,500  $84,500  $84,500  

 

3%

three-year 
benefit PV

$31,818
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Security Infrastructure Cost Avoidance 

Study participants shared their experience with net-new cloud 

infrastructure platforms for applications development and client service of 

apps, data, computational power, and engineering services. Forrester 

assumes that this composite company would need to purchase $30,000 

of security infrastructure such as storage, servers, and SIEM software 

with annual maintenance, to store and handle log data, as shown in the 

table below. With a risk adjustment factor of -20%, this benefit category 

sums to a three-year present value of $59,684. One interviewee 

described their early point solutions: “None of them were doing the IDS 

job, none of them were really doing the threat management job. Then we 

started to ramp up a little bit using Alert Logic Web Security Manager for 

web application firewall and after a while it just didn’t make sense to 

have point solutions anymore. It felt like we needed something a little bit 

more comprehensive. So, Alert Logic replaced that feeling of, ‘Oh boy, I 

sure hope we don’t get hacked.’” Another study participant explained that 

Alert Logic “replaced a lot of hodgepodge stuff. There’s still need for 

package-based firewall and whatever else, it’s just that those kinds of 

things are insanely difficult to manage from a logging prospective. So, 

having something that’s sniffing the exhaust and understanding what’s 

composing the exhaust is almost priceless.” 

 

Faster Customer Acquisition: Incremental Gross Margin 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

C1 Incremental 
annual revenue 

  $500,000     

C2 Sales cycle: time 
to revenue 

25% = 3 months 
faster 

25%     

C3 Gross margin   40%     

Ct Faster customer 
acquisition: 
incremental gross 
margin 

C1*C2*C3 $50,000  $0  $0  

  Risk adjustment ↓30%       

Ctr Faster customer acquisition: 
incremental gross margin  
(risk-adjusted) 
  

$35,000  $0  $0  

 

Security Infrastructure Cost Avoidance 

REF. METRIC CALC. YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

Dt Security 
infrastructure cost 
avoidance 

 $30,000  $30,000  $30,000  

  Risk adjustment ↓20%       

Dtr Security 
infrastructure 
cost avoidance 
(risk-adjusted) 

  $24,000  $24,000  $24,000  

 

7%

three-year 
benefit PV

$59,684

Infrastructure cost 
avoided: 7% of total 

benefits 
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Unquantified Benefits  

Several examples of benefits were expressed by study participants 

that Forrester did not quantify: 

Incurring a security breach is of such potential negative impact that study 

participants mentioned it with trepidation. The value of avoiding such an 

incident is so large that it dwarfs other value calculations in this study. “I 

couldn’t even describe it,” explained one participant. “What would a 

breach cost me in time and materials? Six figures per day for the number 

of people I would have to have for audit, the number of project hours and 

opportunity cost hours lost. You are going to have your share of phone 

calls for next six or eight weeks that are going to go 2 to 3 hours, where 

you're going to be talking to your client’s security people. And this is 

going to almost irreparably damage your brand. I can’t put a price tag on 

that.”  

On the positive side, the Alert Logic customers in this study described the 

concept of “client equity.” Having a solution that customers and their 

clients can trust allows Alert Logic customers to focus on the capabilities 

other than security and compliance that buy them client equity, like 

delivering applications on time. And as one customer notes, “I also have 

‘hidden equity’ in the fact that for every day that goes by that we don’t 

have a breach, that’s another day. Every time the pitcher throws a strike, 

that’s another one for the pitcher, right? The trouble is, you never actually 

win the game. You’re only as good as your last pitch.” 

Being a good corporate (security and compliance) citizen might also be 

valuable to other organizations. “One of our clients gave us an award for 

being ‘security aware’ and noted, ‘When you participate in a 

neighborhood watch you make the whole neighborhood more valuable.’” 

 

Flexibility  

The value of flexibility is unique to each customer, and the measure of 

its value varies from organization to organization. There are multiple 

scenarios in which a customer might choose to implement Alert Logic 

Security-as-a-Service and later realize additional uses and business 

opportunities, including:  

› “Hoteling” security and IT staff. One organization in this study 

described the potential for having staff function both in an infosec 

role and in a development role, effectively straddling two or more 

domains. Because of the toolsets in the cloud and the intercom-

nections, the opportunity to have multi-skilled people that are 

serving more than one team or more than one purpose is more 

viable in the cloud environment than it might be in a traditional data 

center. 

 

The cost of a breach, or a 

failed audit, would be a 

six-figure dollar amount. 

Per day.  

Flexibility, as defined by TEI, represents 
an investment in additional capacity or 
capability that could be turned into 
business benefit for a future additional 
investment. This provides an 
organization with the "right" or the 
ability to engage in future initiatives but 
not the obligation to do so. 
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› The opportunity to develop new businesses and/or engage new 

segments can be accomplished more quickly when: 1) the reputation 

for providing a secure environment; 2) scalability; and 3) speed to 

industry-specific compliance can be achieved as the result of 

capabilities delivered by Alert Logic. “When you’re deploying in the 

cloud to be able to price it node by node means that you can achieve 

economy to scale. You can be very flexible. I know that I can make this 

investment and I can protect this much hosting property for that much 

money and then have the power of [Alert Logic’s] SOC behind us 

where we don’t have to train and retrain people.” Of note on 

compliance, a company in this study described their success in rapidly 

building a business in which clients require data and applications to be 

either fully HIPAA-compliant or at least attend to the rules of protected 

health information (PHI). The Alert Logic customer could focus on 

rapidly standing up the business because Alert Logic provided 

immediate expertise and practical capability for the compliance. 

Flexibility would also be quantified when evaluated as part of a specific 

project (described in more detail in Appendix A).  
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Fees Paid To Alert Logic 

The main cost component of this company’s cloud security 

engagement with Alert Logic is a monthly services fee, based on 

traffic volumes and number of nodes employed. The solution in this 

case is Alert Logic’s Cloud Defender security and compliance solution 

which consists of Log Manager, Threat Manager, Web Security 

Manager, Cloud Insight, and ActiveWatch (see Alert Logic Solutions: 

alertlogic.com/solutions for additional information).  

The monthly services fee for this specific engagement is $3,600, or 

$43,200 annually. Note that all pricing data was supplied to Forrester by 

Alert Logic. We encourage readers to obtain pricing specific to the 

situation from Alert Logic. 

Risks. For initial amounts where certainty of costs is largely assured as 

and specified by a contract, Forrester does not risk adjust the amounts. 

In subsequent years, however, services fees may vary from estimates 

made at the outset of a vendor engagement, or changes in the business 

may bring about service fee rate variances, etc. A modest risk premium 

of 10% is therefore attached in years 2 and 3, yielding a three-year risk-

adjusted total PV of $114,248.  

 

 

 three-year 
cost PV

$114,248

Total Costs 

The table above shows the total of all 
costs across the areas listed below, as 
well as present values (PVs) 
discounted at 10%. Over three years, 
the composite organization expects 
risk-adjusted total costs to be a PV of 
nearly $205,000. 

 
$3,600 monthly services 

fee for Cloud Defender: 

Log Manager, Threat 

Manager, Web Security 

Manager, with 

ActiveWatch.  

Implementation risk is the risk that a 
proposed investment may deviate 
from the original or expected 
requirements, resulting in higher costs 
than anticipated. The greater the 
uncertainty, the wider the potential 
range of outcomes for cost estimates.  

REF. COST INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL 
PRESENT 
VALUE 

Etr 
Alert Logic cloud security 
and compliance solution 

$0  $43,200  $47,520  $47,520  $138,240  $114,248  

Ftr 
Labor expense to setup 
and manage Alert Logic 
solutions 

$42,120  $19,500  $19,500  $19,500  $100,620  $90,614  

  
Total costs  
(risk-adjusted) 

$42,120  $62,700  $67,020  $67,020  $238,860  $204,862  

 

Fees paid to Alert Logic: 
56% of total costs 

https://www.alertlogic.com/solutions/
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Labor Expense To Set Up And Manage Cloud 

Security Solution 

The interviewed organizations described the labor effort needed to 

manage Alert Logic solutions as very modest, and indeed these efforts 

are actually part and parcel of the responsibilities of the IT leadership 

and tech resources already employed by the company. The labor effort 

included:  

a) Setup of the initial contract with Alert Logic, based on planning, 

discussions, service-level understanding, and initial 

relationship management. 

b) Business technology planning and coordination with Alert 

Logic as the traffic volume grows with the business, as more 

clients, existing and new, move from on-premises to cloud 

infrastructure for applications and data; also, managing the 

overall Alert Logic relationship.  

For the composite organization, we assume that three IT leaders are 

needed to analyze, plan, and scope the cloud security and compliance 

requirements, and to work with Alert Logic at the start to map the 

requirements against Alert Logic’s capabilities and finalize contract 

terms.  

For ongoing management of the Alert Logic solution, we assume that 2.5 

IT manager FTEs will spend the equivalent of one week twice a year for 

business planning and coordination with Alert Logic to assure effective 

match with cloud security services.  

We risk-adjusted this upward by 30% to reflect variances in salary and 

uncertainty around the number of hours spent on these tasks. This 

yielded a three-year labor expense of $90,614.  

Alert Logic Cloud Security And Compliance Solution 

Ref. Metric Calculation Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

E1 Monthly fee     $3,600 $3,600 $3,600 

E2 Months     12 12 12 

Et 
Alert Logic cloud security and 
compliance solution 

E1*E2 $0  $43,200 $43,200 $43,200 

  Risk adjustment ↑10%  0% 10% 10% 

Etr 
Alert Logic cloud security and 
compliance solution  
(risk-adjusted) 

  $0  $43,200 $47,520 $47,520 

 

three-year 
cost PV

$90,614

Setup and 
management labor: 
44% of total costs 
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Labor Expense To Set Up And Manage Alert Logic Solutions 

REF. METRIC CALC. INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

F1 Number of FTEs   3 2.5 2.5 2.5 

F2 Fully loaded hourly rate    $90 $75 $75 $75 

F3 Hours 
3 / 2 weeks, 40 
hours / week 

120 80 80 80 

Ft 
Labor expense to setup and 
manage Alert Logic solutions 

F1*F2*F3 $32,400 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 

  Risk adjustment ↑30%     

Ftr 
Labor expense to setup and 
manage Alert Logic solutions 
(risk-adjusted) 

  $42,120 $19,500 $19,500 $19,500 
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Financial Summary  

CONSOLIDATED THREE-YEAR RISK-ADJUSTED METRICS 

Cash Flow Chart (Risk-Adjusted) 

 

 

 

 
 

 -$0.2 M

$0.2 M

$0.4 M

$0.6 M

$0.8 M

$1.0 M

Initial Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Cash
flows

Total costs

Total benefits

Cumulative net benefits

The financial results calculated in the 
Benefits and Costs sections can be 
used to determine the ROI, NPV, and 
payback period for the composite 
organization's investment. Forrester 
assumes a yearly discount rate of 

10% for this analysis.  

 
These risk-adjusted ROI, 

NPV, and payback period 

values are determined by 

applying risk-adjustment 

factors to the unadjusted 

results in each Benefit and 

Cost section. 

Cash Flow Table (Risk-Adjusted) 
 

  INITIAL YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 TOTAL 
PRESENT 
VALUE  

Total costs ($42,120) ($62,700) ($67,020) ($67,020) ($238,860) ($204,862) 
 

Total benefits $0 $312,500 $362,000 $446,500 $1,121,000 $918,727  
 

Net benefits ($42,120) $249,800 $294,980 $379,480 $882,140 $713,865  
 

ROI           348% 
 

Payback period           2.0 months 
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Alert Logic Solutions: Overview 

The following information is provided by Alert Logic. Forrester has not validated any claims and does not 

endorse Alert Logic or its offerings. 

 

Cloud Defender®  

Cloud Defender is a managed Security-as-a-Service suite for protecting applications and workloads from web 

application attacks and other server threats in cloud and hybrid environments. It integrates assessment, 

detection and compliance capabilities including Cloud Insight for agentless software and configuration 

vulnerability scanning in AWS, Threat Manager for network-based intrusion detection (IDS) and external 

scanning (e.g. PCI), Log Manager for machine data-based threat detection and compliance, and the 

ActiveWatch 24x365 managed detection service.  In addition, Cloud Defender adds two advanced threat 

protection services of its own: HTTP-based threat detection, and algorithmic detection powered by expert-

supervised machine learning.   

 

ActiveWatch™  

ActiveWatch is a 24x365 expert-managed threat detection service that combines multiple layers of cloud-based, 

analytics with expert detection services including threat intelligence & research, data science and 24x365 

monitoring, reporting and notification by GIAC-certified analysts in our global Security Operations Center (SOC). In 

addition to common server threats like malware, brute force, system level attacks, and privilege escalations, 

ActiveWatch provides expert detection of Web application attacks such as those in the OWASP Top 10 (e.g. 

injection, cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery) and against vulnerabilities continuously introduced by 

open source and commercial components throughout the modern application stack (e.g. WordPress, Magento, 

PHP, Apache, ASP.Net, MongoDB and Hadoop). 

 

Threat Manager™ with ActiveWatch 

Threat Manager with ActiveWatch combines a network intrusion detection system (IDS) and both internal and 

external PCI-approved vulnerability scanning against a continuously updated database of 97,000+ known 

vulnerabilities across operating systems, databases, open source and commercial platforms.  Alert Logic is an 

pproved Scanning Vendor (ASV) for PCI DSS 3.2 Level 2 scans. 

 

Log Manager™ with ActiveWatch and Log Review 

Log Manager with ActiveWatch provides cloud-based log collection, parsing, retention and expert threat 

detection for a predictable monthly fee.  An optional Log Review service features expert review per PCI 

requirements and preparation for attestation with PCI, HIPAA HiTech and SOX COBIT. 

 

Cloud Insight™ for AWS 

Cloud insight is an automated, credentialed, agentless scanning for both software (CVE) and AWS account and 

service configuration vulnerabilities. Pre-authorized by AWS to scan at any time, it monitors CloudTrail and IAM 

APIs to trigger scans of new assets and configurations, present recommended remediation actions and maintain 

an up-to-date visual model of your AWS environment.  

 

Web Security Manager™ Premiere 

Web Security Manager™ Premiere is an expert-managed, cloud-delivered, proxy-based web application firewall 

(WAF). Continuously tuned by experts for each application it protects, it uses both negative and positive rules to 

block malicious HTTP traffic and immediately fulfills PCI DSS 6.6 compliance requirements for web application 

security.  
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Appendix A: Total Economic Impact 

Total Economic Impact is a methodology developed by Forrester 

Research that enhances a company’s technology decision-making 

processes and assists vendors in communicating the value proposition 

of their products and services to clients. The TEI methodology helps 

companies demonstrate, justify, and realize the tangible value of IT 

initiatives to both senior management and other key business 

stakeholders.  

 

Total Economic Impact Approach 
 

Benefits represent the value delivered to the business by 

the product. The TEI methodology places equal weight 

on the measure of benefits and the measure of costs, 

allowing for a full examination of the effect of the 

technology on the entire organization.  

 

 

Costs consider all expenses necessary to deliver the 

proposed value, or benefits, of the product. The cost 

category within TEI captures incremental costs over the 

existing environment for ongoing costs associated with 

the solution.  

 

 

 

Flexibility represents the strategic value that can be 

obtained     for some future additional investment 

building on top of the initial investment already made. 

Having the ability to capture that benefit has a PV that 

can be estimated.  

 

 

Risks measure the uncertainty of benefit and cost 

estimates given: 1) the likelihood that estimates will 

meet original projections and 2) the likelihood that 

estimates will be tracked over time. TEI risk factors are 

based on “triangular distribution.”  

 

 

The initial investment column contains costs incurred at “time 0” or at the 

beginning of Year 1 that are not discounted. All other cash flows are discounted 

using the discount rate at the end of the year. PV calculations are calculated for 

each total cost and benefit estimate. NPV calculations in the summary tables are 

the sum of the initial investment and the discounted cash flows in each year. 

Sums and present value calculations of the Total Benefits, Total Costs, and 

Cash Flow tables may not exactly add up, as some rounding may occur.  

 
 
 

 
 
PRESENT 
VALUE (PV) 
 

The present or current value of 
(discounted) cost and benefit 
estimates given at an interest rate 
(the discount rate). The PV of costs 
and benefits feed into the total NPV 
of cash flows.  

 

 
NET PRESENT 
VALUE (NPV) 

 
The present or current value of 
(discounted) future net cash flows 
given an interest rate (the discount 
rate). A positive project NPV 
normally indicates that the 
investment should be made, unless 
other projects have higher NPVs.  
 

 
RETURN ON  
INVESTMENT (ROI) 

 
A project’s expected return in 
percentage terms. ROI is 
calculated by dividing net benefits 
(benefits less costs) by costs.  
 

 
DISCOUNT  
RATE 

 
The interest rate used in cash flow 
analysis to take into account the 
time value of money. Organizations 
typically use discount rates 
between 8% and 16%.  
 

 
PAYBACK 
PERIOD 

 
The breakeven point for an investment. 

This is the point in time at which net 

benefits (benefits minus costs) equal 

initial investment or cost. 
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Appendix B: Endnotes 

1 The National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), (2013), Developing a Framework 
to Improve Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Department of Commerce 
(http://csrc.nist.gov/cyberframework/rfi_comments/040813_forrester_research.pdf). 

 

                                                 

 

http://csrc.nist.gov/cyberframework/rfi_comments/040813_forrester_research.pdf

